In this paper, the numerical investigation of the flow, which is that, develops in the narrow gap between two concentric short conical cylinders was performed. The annular radial gap is considered constant along of the system for various apex angles and the aspect ratio is = 5. The inner conical cylinder rotates with a constant angular velocity and the outer one is at rest. The numerical and analytical Solutions for the Couette flow for short cylinders was compared and the hydrodynamic flow in conical Couette-Taylor is simulated for different apex angles. The effect of taper angle on the pattern formation and structure flow of an incompressible viscous fluid is simulated using finite-volume method. The spiral motion of fluid for different Taylor numbers is highlighted; the plots of hydrodynamic field and velocity profiles are presented.
Introduction
The study of rotating flow is probably one of the most commonly investigated problems due to its various applications in nature and industrial process. Since Taylor's seminal experimental and theoretical work [1] , the motion of fluid confined between two relatively rotating coaxial cylinders, enclosed by two end plates, the so-called Taylor-Couette problem, serves as an ideal system and a main adequate academic classical model to investigate the laminar-turbulent transition regimes in laboratory [2] . The hydrodynamic pattern structure and the behavior of Taylor-Couette flow depend strongly on size and geometry of the system [3] . Moreover, a large number of experimental, theoretical and numerical studies of the onset of Taylor vortices have been performed in geometries other than the coaxial right circular cylinders [4, 5] . The onset and behavior of the Taylor vortices result from the combined centrifugal forces and the three dimensional basic flow due to various centrifugal forces on the conical cylinder surface and the co-existence of subcritical and supercritical patterns in the annular space at the same rotation velocity [6] [7] [8] . This work focuses on three dimensional spiral motion of an incompressible viscous fluid between short coaxial conical cylinders. The inner conical cylinder rotates and the outer one is at rest.
Main problem and modelling
The incompressible viscous fluid is contained in the gap between a stationary outer conical cylinder and an inner conical cylinder. The aspect ratio is given as Γ = H/d, where d is the gap between the conical cylinders d = R min2 -R min1 . The inner conical cylinder is rotating at angular velocity Ω corresponding to Taylor number Ta = Re.δ 1/2 with Reynolds number is Re = R 1max Ωd/ν and δ is the gap ratio defined as δ = d/R 1max where ν is the kinematic viscosity. Different cases are studied when taper angle changes.
The system of governing equations of continuity and momentum for this problem of velocity v and pressure p can be written as, Non-slip boundary conditions are used for radial and axial velocity components. The flow system is completely filled; therefore, the gravity effect is neglected.
Geometric parameters
Control dimensionless parameters top radius ratio: ηtop = R1max / R2max bottom radius ratio: ηbot= R1min / R2min = 0.75 aspect ratio:
Ω is the angular velocity of the inner cylinder. T* = Ta / Tc, T* is a relative Taylor number and Tc is a critical Taylor number of cylindrical TaylorCouette system. Boundary conditions: In figure 2d , the intersection point with Couette flow is shifted toward the inner cylinder, Figure 3e indicates that all plots are far from Couette profile due to endplate effect. The skin function is given as = , is a wall shear stress, is the velocity average and is the density of fluid. The variations of skin friction coefficient at the inner and outer conical cylinders for different apex angle and at Taylor number T* = 1.24 are given in figure 4 . The skin friction coefficient is defined by the ratio of the wall shear stress and dynamic pressure. The obtained results demonstrate that the friction coefficient along the inner cylinder wall is larger while its variation is greater on the outer cylinder. Computational results of stream traces in plane (r*, Z*), for different apex angles is depicted at T* = 1.24. Figure 5 shows a perfect symmetry in size and shape of cells with respect to the horizontal mid vertical plane in circular cylinders. For conical cylinders cases, the cells change in size and in shape, the 0°  1°  3°  5°  7°  8°  10°2 32 Prague, February 15-17, 2017 _______________________________________________________________________ flow structure losses the symmetry with respect to mid vertical plane. The transition from four to three cells is reached at 6 degrees, the effect of apex angle on flow pattern and structure is clear, a Taylor cell is disappeared, and a fusion and coalescence of two cells for apex angles larger than 6 degrees.
Results and discussion
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1° 3° 5° 7° 8° 10° 15° Figure 6 : Azimuthal velocity in (r*, Z*) plane for different apex angles (T*=1.24)
The effect of apex angle on distribution of the azimuthal velocity is investigated numerically. It is noted that the flow losses the symmetry with respect to the horizontal plane passing through the point z* = 0.
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